FROM THE

FOUNDERS’ DESK
It gives us immense pride to bring to you the second edition of BankBazaar Aspiration Index conducted with
Kantar IMRB.
In its second year, the Aspiration Index has once again set out to evaluate the aspirations of India through
the lens of personal finance.
What’s different this time? We’ve surveyed a larger sample, of 1828 men and women between the ages of 22
and 45, instead of millennials between the ages of 25 to 35. Furthermore, we have identified the major
roadblocks to the fulfilment of their aspirations.
But just as last year, the survey has its share of surprises. The biggest of them was the emergence of three
distinct personas. We are calling them Early Jobbers (ages 22 to 27), Moneymooners (28-34), and Wealth
Warriors (35-45). Each cohort has given us unique stories and clear insights into its aspirations and money
habits. For example, the wily Wealth Warriors have a higher Aspiration Index score than the more idealistic
Early Jobbers.
Another change this year was non-metros outscoring metros on the Aspiration Index. Last year’s table
topper Chennai has been upstaged by a non-metro. Flip open the book to know who this year’s toppers are.
One thing’s clear: smaller towns don’t mean smaller aspirations.
So where does BankBazaar come in as an enabler of India’s aspirations? We must partner with BFSI in
removing the roadblocks identified in this study, and democratise finance in India. This can happen only
when every Indian has unencumbered access to the personal finance products they need to fulfil their
aspirations. With strong backing from the central government on key issues like digital onboarding, we are
slowly getting there.
We hope the findings of the study will interest
you in this enthralling period where we see
the convergence of digitisation and
improved financial habits.

Rati, Adhil & Arjun
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THE FACES

Delhi

BEHIND THE DATA
Our study surveyed 1828 respondents across
12 major Indian cities. While BankBazaar
Aspiration Index 2018 gauged the aspirations
of Millennials between the ages of 25 and 35,
this year's study covers working professionals
between 22 and 45 years.

Jaipur

Mumbai

Lucknow

Ahmedabad
Indore

Pune
Bengaluru

Kolkata
Bhubaneswar

Hyderabad
Chennai

70%

METRO
NON-METRO

30%

SINGLE

30%

MARRIED

WHO
ARE
THEY?

70%

Salaried Professionals
Aged 22-45
This segment forms the core of the formal
workforce in India and are the primary
consumers of all financial products.

Salary > 30K per month
Those who earn salaries in this range have
the monetary bandwidth to opt for a variety
of financial products including credit cards
and loans.

Digitally Aware
They have shopped online or made a digital
transaction in the recent past.
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THREE ‘MILLION DOLLAR’ QUESTIONS

MANY PRICELESS INSIGHTS
The BankBazaar Aspiration Index attempts to understand the aspirations of our respondents from a personal
finance perspective. The respondents shared several life goals, which were segmented into 6 broad areas* –
Wealth, Health, Relationships, Fame, Image and Personal Growth.

WEALTH

IMAGE

PERSONAL GROWTH

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Buy a house of my own
Spend on premium products
Travel around the globe
Retire early

Keep up with latest trends (gadgets, fashion)
Appear modern and a good fit
Own a premium vehicle
Come across as balanced & well rounded

Constantly reinvent oneself
Pursue different avenues
Become an entrepreneur
To get back to hobbies or passions

RELATIONSHIPS

HEALTH

FAME

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Have long-lasting friendships
Be part of a close-knit family
Lavish wedding (Single)
Children’s education (Married)
Live near family

Follow a fixed regime
Be fit and look fit
Be mentally healthy and happy
Maintain a nutritious diet

Be the go to person
Stand out distinctly
Be an expert in my field
Be an influencer on social media

Those surveyed had to assess each goal on the basis of three simple questions, which together made up our
single, multifaceted index.
important it was
for them to achieve the goal?
Importance How

Confidence

How confident were they
about achieving that goal?

Readiness

How prepared were they
at the time to attain the goal?

BANKBAZAAR
ASPIRATION
INDEX

ASPIRATION-READINESS GAP
While a particular aspiration might be of high importance on our respondent’s list, they might not be
adequately prepared, either financially or otherwise, to fulfil it. The Aspiration-Readiness Gap metric helps
gauge how far a segment of respondents is from a certain goal.
Importance
Of Aspiration

Perceived
Preparedness

AspirationReadiness Gap

*Based on the Self-Determination Theory developed by Kasser & Ryan
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INDIA ON ASPIRATIONS:

SMALLER CITIES – GREATER AMBITION
The national Aspiration Index stands at a healthy 86.9, which indicates that Indians, in general are clear
about their aspirations as well as their readiness to achieve them. The change from last year (87.4) has not
been very drastic despite widening the age group of the respondents.

87.9
86.9

86.1

86.8

86.8

OVERALL NORTH SOUTH

87.4
85.9
2018 2019
NON-METRO

86.9

EAST

WEST

86.6

86.3

88.9

90.0

2018

2019

CHENNAI

BHUBANESWAR

2018 2019
METRO

Non-metros triumph over Metros in aspiration,
a clear contrast to the 2018 report. This is an
indicator of the flow of opportunities to
non-metros due to the rising startup culture
and tech companies expanding their presence
to these cities.

87.0

East tops the Aspiration Index at a regional
level. While North, West and South India hover
near the national average, East (87.9) is well
over it. This is a strong reflection of the greater
clarity and confidence that the people of this
region have about their life goals.

Bhubaneswar topples 2018's leader Chennai
and emerges as the most aspirational city.
Interestingly, Bhubaneswar is the only Indian
city that has consistently ranked among top
global smart cities.

Overall, men emerged just ahead of women. However, growing career
choices for the latter (which provide avenues for financial independence),
and a steady shift in societal norms mean that women are in a strong
position to close this gap in the future.
Women also show a marked increase in their aspiration with age
compared with men whose scores are relatively stable across segments.
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LIFE GOALS:

HEALTH TRUMPS WEALTH
Health is the number one priority for those
surveyed, closely followed by Relationship, Wealth
and Image. Following a healthy lifestyle and
building stronger bonds with one’s family take
precedence over more materialistic goals such as
keeping up with the latest fashion trends or
owning a premium vehicle.

83.9

HEALTH
RELATIONSHIP

89.4

89.4

83.0

FAME
PERSONAL
GROWTH

89.2
87.1

86.6

87.5
86.7

87.1

87.0
85.9

85.7

Follow a
fixed regime

Be fit
and look fit

IMPORTANCE

Be mentally
healthy and happy

LIKELIHOOD

Maintain
a nutritious diet

92.1

Buy a house
of my own

89.3
86.1 86.4 86.8

Spend on premium
products

87.3 86.7

Travel around
the globe
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82.3

87.3
86.0
84.9
2019

An interesting point from this
year’s study is that despite
Health-based goals being
regarded as extremely important,
the Aspiration-Readiness Gap is
fairly high. It is as much as 3.7 for
being able to follow a fixed regime
and 3.3 for being able to maintain a
nutritious diet.

PREPAREDNESS

wEALTH
89.6 88.9

87.5

82.0

IMAGE

90.4

87.7
84.4

2018

HEALTH

82.6

WEALTH

The widening of the respondent base to include
both younger and older respondents in the study is
the reason for this shift compared to last year,
when Wealth was the number one goal. Health and
Fame were in second and third place respectively,
while Relationship came in fourth.

87.7

87.1
84.9 85.0

Retire
early

In contrast, this gap was far less in
the case of Wealth-oriented goals
that included being able to travel
around the globe and having
enough money to retire early.
Buying a house continues to remain
the top priority this time as well.
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COVER STORY:

THE BIG THREE

The widening of our respondent pool led to a significant breakthrough in our findings for 2019. As we went
through the data gathered during our research, it became increasingly apparent that there were three
groups of consumers. Each of these groups was distinct in terms of its aspirations, levels of confidence to
fulfil those aspirations, and perceived levels of preparedness.

86.2

87.0

87.2

EARLY JOBBERS

MONEYMOONERS

WEALTH WARRIORS

Moneymooners have a few years
of work experience, and their
purchasing power is significantly
higher. This makes them highvalue customers for a range of
products such as cars, their own
homes and vacations abroad.

Wealth Warriors are not
necessarily the most digitally
savvy, but their purchasing
power makes them a significant
target for higher-end goods and
services, especially those meant
for families and children.

(22-27 YEARS)

Early Jobbers are the newest
entrants into the nation’s
workforce. They are the most
digitally savvy and receptive to
new means and technologies to
fulfil their needs.

(28-34 YEARS)

(35-45 YEARS)

HEALTH

RELATIONS

WEALTH

IMAGE

FAME

PERSONAL
GROWTH

EARLY JOBBERS

86.9

86.1

86.9

87.1

85.6

84.8

MONEYMOONERS

87.4

87.7

88.1

87.6

86.5

85.0

WEALTH WARRIORS

88.6

89.0

87.6

87.2

86.0

84.8
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COVER STORY : EARLY JOBBERS

Image matters the most to India’s youngest working professionals. Being perceived as a balanced, modern,
well-rounded individual is their top priority, followed by keeping up with the latest trends in fashion and
technology.
Wealth and Health aspirations are next. Buying one’s own home and travelling around the globe are the Early
Jobber’s top Wealth goals, while following a regular exercise regime and being content with life are their top
Health goals.

86.3
83.6

OVERALL
NORTH
SOUTH

86.3

86.2

88.4

EAST
WEST

86.4

87.0

87.0

86.2

Early Jobbers in the East are far
more aspirational and confident
than their counterparts.
Surprisingly, North is a distant
fourth, which in turn brings
down the region’s overall score.

NON-METRO

METRO

There is little difference between
the highly tech-savvy non-metro
and metro Early Jobbers, thanks
to digital channels that make it
easy for them to pursue their
aspirations with greater ease
than ever.

ASPIRATION-READINESS GAP
The Aspiration-Readiness Gap is highest in the
Health category (3 points). This is because
while Early Jobbers do recognise the
importance of following a healthy lifestyle, they
seem less confident about achieving it.
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MALE

FEMALE

Female Early Jobbers clocked the
lowest Aspiration Index in the
study, bringing down the national
Aspiration Index for females just
under the national male average.

ASPIRATION BARRIERS
39% of Early Jobbers cited high cost of living
as the main factor slowing down the attainment
of their goals. A significant segment (34%) also
feel that family constraints, which could range
from medical to financial circumstances, also
slow them down.
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COVER STORY : EARLY JOBBERS

SURPRISINGLY
HIGH ON SAVING
Saving Trends
62

ALL
INDIA

38

EARLY
60 JOBBERS 40

EXPENDITURE

Early Jobbers are not as irresponsible as they are
perceived to be, being able to set aside as much as
40% of their monthly salary.

SAVINGS

Borrowing
Early Jobbers are big users of credit cards, with 76% using them to meet their lifestyle expenses. However,
with relatively low interest in accumulating assets, they lag other cohorts in taking home loans, car loans and
personal loans.

Retirement Planning

52

ALL
INDIA

48

EARLY

46 JOBBERS 54

YES

While saving is a strong point, Early Jobbers are
largely slow in terms of retirement planning. This is
very likely due to a large chunk of their income
going towards fulfiling their regular living expenses
and Image aspirations.

NO

* All numbers are in percentage

THE EARLY JOBBERS ARE SMART SPENDERS
WHO PREFER CONVENIENCE AND COMFORT TO LUXURY.
ASPIRATION INDEX 2019
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COVER STORY : MONEYMOONERS

LIVING THE
GOOD LIFE MATTERS
Wealth is the primary aspiration of the aptly named Moneymooners. Buying a house is their biggest goal by
some margin, well ahead of their second Wealth goal – a vacation abroad.
Money matters, but so does family. Relationship-based aspirations come in at number two, with long-lasting
friendships and close-knit families being regarded as particularly important. Image is just a fraction of a point
below in third place.

87.1

OVERALL

87.7

NORTH
SOUTH

86.7

87.2

86.5

86.7

87.7

EAST
WEST

87.7

86.6

NON-METRO

Moneymooners in the East and
North India (87.7) are well ahead
of those in West (86.6) and South
(86.5).
were

METRO

The gap between non-metro and
metro Moneymooners is
pronounced. The non-metro
index, led by the rise of cities
such as Bhubaneswar and Indore,
stands several notches ahead of
the metros.

ASPIRATION-READINESS GAP
The Aspiration-Readiness gap for
Moneymooners is very low across all
categories. This can be attributed to a steady
rise in their annual income, which strengthens
their financial position and increases their
ability to fulfil their aspirations.
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MALE

FEMALE

The Aspiration Index of the male
and female Moneymooners are
very close, indicating a rise in the
overall clarity, confidence and
preparedness among women as
they enter the next phase of their
personal and professional lives.

ASPIRATION BARRIERS
42% of Moneymooner respondents picked
family responsibilities and constraints as
among the main barriers towards their Wealth
goals, followed by high cost of living (34%).
These contribute to the third barrier – limited
savings – picked by 33% of the respondents.
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COVER STORY : MONEYMOONERS

SPENDING BIG,
YET LOOKING AHEAD
Saving Trends
62

ALL
INDIA

38

MONEY

62 MOONERS 38

EXPENDITURE

Moneymooners are big on spending. Having moved
on to relatively higher salaries, they spend their
money on travel, buying their own house, funding
their children’s education, and meeting their credit
liabilities. However, despite their responsibilities,
they still manage to save 38% of their income at par
with the national average.

SAVINGS

Borrowing
Moneymooners are the leading borrowers in almost every segment – credit cards, home loans, car loans,
personal loans and even gold loans. This means that they have the highest credit liability compared to the
other categories.

Retirement Planning

52

ALL
INDIA

48

MONEY

52 MOONERS 48

YES

52% of those surveyed said they had begun
preparations to be financially secure after
retirement. The average individual starts planning
for retirement at the age of 29, which is towards the
beginning of the Moneymooner age bracket.

NO

* All numbers are in percentage

MONEYMOONERS ARE THE MOST ASPIRATIONAL COHORT
IN THE NORTH BUT LEAST ASPIRATIONAL IN THE SOUTH.
ASPIRATION INDEX 2019
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COVER STORY : WEALTH WARRIORS

FAMILY
COMES FIRST
Wealth Warriors put Relationship above all else (89.0), with Health in second spot (88.6). Among Relationship
goals, having long-lasting friendships, and providing their children the best possible education are
significantly more important to Wealth Warriors than Early Jobbers and Moneymooners.
Fame and Personal Growth bring up the rear. Interestingly, Personal Growth is the least important aspiration
among all three categories.

NORTH

87.3
86.9

SOUTH

87.0

OVERALL

EAST
WEST

88.1

87.9
86.9

87.0

METRO

MALE

87.7
87.4

With a score of 87.7, the
dominance of East India
continues here as well. The
Wealth Warriors in West
are just behind at 87.4, and
North comes in fourth once
again at 86.9.

NON-METRO

With an Aspiration Index of 88.1,
the non-metro Wealth Warriors
remain ahead of their metro
counterparts. This score is also
the highest across age
segments as well as in metro/
non-metro categories.

ASPIRATION-READINESS GAP
The highest Aspiration-Readiness gap of 4.5
points emerged in Health. Like Early Jobbers,
Wealth Warriors realise the importance of
following a healthy lifestyle but are not
confident of attaining this goal.

ASPIRATION INDEX 2019

FEMALE

While the female Moneymooners
closed the Aspiration Index gap,
it is the female Wealth Warrior
segment who surged well ahead
of all the cohorts to lead the
index.

ASPIRATION BARRIERS
38% of Wealth Warriors named family
constraints or responsibilities and high cost of
living as the top two barriers for achieving their
Relationship and Health goals. The other
obstacles were limited savings and high work
pressure (35%).
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COVER STORY : WEALTH WARRIORS

PREPARING
FOR THE FUTURE
Saving Trends
62

ALL
INDIA

38

WEALTH

63 WARRIOR 37

EXPENDITURE

At 37%, Wealth Warriors’ savings percentage of their
salary is lower than the national average. Their
earnings, though higher than Early Jobbers and
Moneymooners, are largely allocated towards taking
care of their family’s needs and preparing for
retirement.

SAVINGS

Borrowing
Wealth Warriors are not far behind Moneymooners when it comes to personal finance products. This is
especially important considering family expenses such as children’s education and buying a home are
particularly prominent aspirations at this point.

Retirement Planning

52

ALL
INDIA

48

WEALTH

58 WARRIOR 42

YES

With family being priority, 58% of Wealth Warriors
have begun planning for retirement. Their average
target retirement age is 57, which leaves them with
little over twenty years to accumulate a corpus of
Rs. 2-5 crore.

NO

* All numbers are in percentage

WITH A SCORE OF 87.9, WOMEN WEALTH WARRIORS
EMERGED AS THE MOST ASPIRATIONAL COHORT IN INDIA.
ASPIRATION INDEX 2019
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INDIAN WORKFORCE :
SPENDING SMART & FUTURE READY
29

80%

YEARS

85%

SPEND 1/3 OF THEIR SALARY
OR LESS ON EMIS

AVERAGE AGE FOR
RETIREMENT PLANNING

ARE AWARE OF
CREDIT SCORE

With 80% respondents spending
less than 30% of their monthly
salary on EMIs, the data
corroborate the frugal and
flexible financial habits prevalent
amongst Indians.

The average Indian starts their
retirement planning from the early
age of 29. They are optimistic
about their investing strategies
and aspire to retire by the age of
56 with a corpus of Rs. 1-2 crores.

Continuing the trend from last
year, the overall Credit Score
awareness remained high at 85%.
This indicates that financially
savvy Indians are taking a step
towards being future ready.

These are tremendous markers of the India’s financial awareness as well as of the ease of access to digitised
personal finance products — helped, no doubt, by websites like BankBazaar which impact the financial
decisions of millions.

BankBazaar is at the forefront of the paperless finance revolution
sweeping India. Crores of Indians are turning to the internet for
financial education as well as the purchase of financial products.
BankBazaar will keep innovating to make the openings of loan
and credit card accounts instant, paperless, presence-less.

ADHIL SHETTY
CEO, BANKBAZAAR
ASPIRATION INDEX 2019
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